Abstract. This paper discussed the electrostatic sensors that have been constructed for real-time mass flow rate measurement of particle conveying in a pneumatic pipeline. Many industrial processes require continuous, smooth, and consistent delivery of solids materials with a high accuracy of controlled flow rate. This requirement can only be achieved by installing a proper measurement system. Electrostatic sensor offers the most inexpensive and simplest means of measuring solids flows in pipes.
INTRODUCTION
In order to increase the efficiency of energy and raw materials usage and to improve product quality and process efficiency, the demand of continuous monitoring of the flow rate of solids in pneumatic pipelines is rising in many industrial areas. According to Arko [1] , applications of pneumatic conveying systems can be found in many industries dealing with food processing, plastic product manufacturing, textile, paper, power generation, solids waste treatments, and many others. Many processes require continuous, smooth, consistent delivery of solids materials with high accuracy of controlled flow rate. This requirement can only be achieved by installing a proper measurement system. Electrostatic sensor offers the most inexpensive and simplest means of measuring solids flows in pipes. As electrostatic sensors respond only to moving solids in the pipe, the measured data enjoy a large degree of immunity from the effects of solids accretion which adversely affect other technologies [2] .
Applications of electrostatic sensors include process tomography [3] , aerospace and soil properties determination [4] . Other terms such as electrodynamic and triboelectric have also been used in the literature to describe this sensing technology. 'Electrodynamic' refers to the fact that the charge arose from the movement of particles. 'Triboelectric' emphasized that the particles are charged due to the friction or direct contact between the particles and the electrode. 'Electrostatic' implies the electrostatic nature of the sensing principle of the sensor. It can be used to replace the other terms because it is the most appropriate word to describe the fundamental sensing principle of the sensor. The major advantage of utilizing an electrostatic sensor is its high sensitivity for concentration metering. In fact, the combination of this technique with cross-correlation signal processing algorithms provides the most economical methods of measuring the velocity of solids in pipelines. By accurate metering of the material in industrial processes, the ultimate target is to achieve efficient resource usage, in terms of material, energy, operating cost, maintenance, and investment. A 5% saving of these resources within one year would be very significant on a national scale. It is also imperative to create safe working environment and to meet stringent government regulations.
ELECTRICAL CHARGING PHENOMENON
Electrostatic charge can be generated from the movement of powder or particulate materials in pipelines of the industrial plant. The electrification of solids can occur due to the collisions between particles, impacts between particles and pipe wall and friction between particles and air stream [5] . The quantity of charge carried on particles is normally unpredictable. According to Yang [2] , particles in pneumatic pipelines possess charge densities in the range of 10 -7 -10 -3 C kg -1 . There are several factors that can affect the magnitude of electrostatic charge. For examples, condition of the surfaces, state of electrostatic charge prior to contact, particle size and shape, force of contact, and environmental conditions such as pressure, atmospheric composition, and humidity [6] . However, meaningful signals from the perturbations in the electric field caused by the passage of charged particles can be detected by electrostatic charge sensor. If the electrode of the sensor has no direct contact with the particles in pipe, the sensing method is merely electrostatic induction. On the other hand, direct charge transfer will occur if the electrode is exposed directly to particles. Nonetheless, if the ratio of axial dimension of the electrode to pipe size is small, electrostatic induction will be the dominant factor [7] . Basically, the induction model for a single charged particle, q, can be derived from the following Equation [8] :
where E is the electric field, ε 0 is the permittivity of free space (8.854 × 10 -12 F/m), and R is the distance between the charged particle and a particular point.
ELECTROSTATIC SENSOR
In order to understand the sensing mechanism of the electrostatic sensor, a suitable mathematical model is inevitable. The corresponding models have been discussed in detail by researchers such as Yan et. al [5] and Rahmat [8] .
Assume that a particle p, carrying a charge q, traveling in uniform velocity, V, along a path which is perpendicular to the vertical axis of the electrode. The illustration is shown in Figure 1 . The electric field, E, due to the charged particle at distance R is given by Equation (1) . The component of the field normal to the sensor, E-, is:
The induction charge in a small element of the electrode area, δA is given by [5] 
In addition, we can obtain the following equations:
Hence,
From Equations (4) - (7), it can be shown that the total charge induced into the sensor is given by:
Maple is used to calculate the integration and the equation becomes:
where L is the size of the sensing electrode, x is the horizontal distance between the charged particle and the center of electrode, and y is the vertical distance between the charged particle and the center of electrode. Then, the current, I is given by:
and
Using Maple to do the calculation, the equation is shown as below:
The signal from the charged particle has been drawn based on the aforementioned equations by utilizing powerful numerical analysis software, MATLAB, as shown in The pneumatic pipeline is assumed to be a perfectly conductive metal with its external surface grounded, as shown in Figure 3 . Hence, the interior space of the pipeline is free from the interference of external electric field. The electrode is treated as a perfectly conducted rod connected to the signal conditioning electronic with input resistance R. The operation of the measurement system begins when the electrostatic sensors detect an electrostatic charge. The analog signal magnitude from each sensor depends on its position in the array. The induced charge in the electrode will be converted to a voltage signal by a signal conversion circuit. Then, the voltage signal will be transferred to succeeding signal conditioning circuit in order to generate various outputs such as AC voltage, rectified voltage, and average voltage. The outputs will be sent to a computer for data processing via a data acquisition system. Information such as peripheral velocity, concentration profile, velocity profile, and mass flow rate can be obtained by proper software such as an offline program written by Azrita [3] . 
ELECTROSTATIC SENSOR ELECTRONIC
The electrostatic sensor consists of several parts such as an electrode, a noninverting voltage follower, a precision rectifier, and a low pass filter. Figure 4 illustrates the block diagram of an electrostatic sensor. The transducer consists of two basic elements, the electrode and associated electronics [9] . As discussed by Rahmat [8] and Shackleton [9] , the electrode is a metal conductor which is electrically insulated from the metallic conveyor, and forms a capacitance to earth. A capacitor is connected between input and earth so that measurements are made with a similar capacitance, which has a value of 5.5 to 5.7 pF. Charge Q is induced in the electrode due to the passage of charging particles. The output of the non-inverting voltage amplifier is amplified voltage (output 1), which is used for cross correlation measurement. It is also used as the input to the following stage. The subsequent stage is precision rectifier which consists of two operational amplifiers that AC coupled to the preceding amplifier. The rectifier provides the nominal gain of 1. The output of this stage is rectified voltage (output 2) that can be used for spatial filtering tests. Basically, any flow sensor exhibits some form of spatial filter effect on the original flow signal due to the finite physical size and geometrical shape of the sensing volume [2] . The spatial filtering effect can be defined as the relationship between the sensor size and the frequency bandwidth of the transducer, determined from the frequency response obtained during a pulse, which corresponds to a detectable particle [8] . This is also used as directly coupled input to the low pass filter circuit. This stage provides filtering and smoothing for the previous stage to produce the averaged output (output 3).
A double layers PCB for electrostatic sensor had been designed using Protel 99SE. Simulation had been done to investigate the response of the sensor. There are four main components in an electrostatic measurement system. The components are sensing part, signal conditioning system, data acquisition system, and computer that is used for signal processing. Figure 5 illustrates the block diagram of the electrostatic measurement system. 
CROSS-CORRELATION TECHNIQUE
One of the methods to verify the constructed electrostatic sensors is the determination of peripheral velocity by cross-correlating signals from the upstream and downstream sensors. It is also known that cross-correlation velocity measurement provides a means better than the Doppler approach. In fact, the electrostatic cross-correlation solids velocimeter is superior to virtually all other types of known cross-correlation flow instruments [2] . Two set of identical sensors will be installed with a chosen axial distance apart from each other, as shown in Figure 6 . The distance between the upstream and downstream sensors is crucial because a low separation produces a higher correlation coefficient, but high speed data acquisition and processing is needed, whereas larger separation results in a lower correlation coefficient [10] . The separation between, the upstream and downstream sensor was set to 5 cm, which was half of the pipe diameter [8] . However, a smaller value can be used for a high speed data acquisition card. The transit time taken by the particles moving from the upstream sensor to the downstream sensor was measured by cross-correlating the two signals using a signal processor or computer software such as MATLAB.
The magnitude of the charge depends on the physical properties of the particles, such as size, conductivity, shape, humidity and composition, as well as on the pipe wall roughness, pipe diameter, and pipe length traversed by the particles. Solid velocity and concentration are also major factors contributing to the magnitude of the charge. However, the cross-correlation process is independent of the signal magnitude so that the factors are not important, provided the signals are substantially greater than any internal amplifier noise [11] . The peripheral velocity (or sensor-to-sensor velocity) is then calculated from a simple formula, v = L/τ (13) where v is the flow velocity, L is the axial distance between two sensors, and τ is the transit time.
The analog signals from sensors will be converted to discrete signals by data acquisition card. Hence, the signals sent to the computer are discrete time sequences. In order to obtain transit time, τ, a discrete time version of cross-correlation function is needed. The cross-correlation function for two discrete time sequences is given by [12] 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The constructed electrostatic sensors had been tested using sine wave from signal generator and digital storage oscilloscope Yokogawa (DL1520). Outputs of the testing were similar to simulated results that were carried out by using Protel 99SE, as shown in Figures 8 and 9 . Output 1 was amplified AC voltage signal, output 2 was rectified voltage signal and output 3 was averaged voltage signal. There was no obvious signals distortion, as shown in figures above. The circuit functioned as predicted by simulation using computer software. However, the simulated results and real results did not exactly match due to several factors. For example, the physical condition for connection between the electronic components and wire may vary depending on the soldering. In addition, interference and influence from various sources in a real testing environment are different from the simulated environment.
The sensors were also tested using gravity flow rig for peripheral velocity measurement. The results are shown in Figure 10 . This was done using the data acquisition system to obtain 1000 samples from the sensors. The measurements were performed by sampling sensor output at a frequency of 1 kHz. Mass flow rate was set to 83 g/s. Figure 10 shows the signals from the upstream and downstream sensor. Cross-correlation of the upstream and downstream signals is performed offline using a program written in MATLAB. Transit time was 12 ms and peripheral velocity was 4.2 m/s, as shown in Figure 11 . The effect of aluminium foil as the shield of sensor was also investigated. Two sensors were placed in a gravity flow rig. Sensor 1 is the upstream sensor and sensor 2 is the downstream sensor. Sensor 2 was shielded using aluminium foil (earthed), whereas sensor 1 was not shielded by aluminium foil. Figure 12 shows the experimental results of this test. It can be seen that output of sensor 2 was smoother and less noisier than the output of sensor 1. Hence signal-to-noise ratio can be increased by introducing aluminium foil as the cover of sensor.
CONCLUSIONS
From the preliminary results, the electrostatic sensors for real-time mass flow rate measurement functioned as expected from simulation. Electrostatic sensors provide a cost effective way for sensor-to-sensor velocity measurement. Further experiment needs to be carried out using 32 sensors to obtain concentration profile, velocity profile, and mass flow rate profile. In addition, programming language such as Visual C++ should used for a real-time software development.
